







The cover on this year's Town Report is more than a
familiar scene that we pass so frequently
It is recorded in the Town History that one of the most
famous of the Town's earliest settlers General James Reed built
and lived in a log cabin near where the Soldier's Monument
now stands at the north end of the common. The monument
in the foreground was erected and dedicated in 1924 to the
memory of General Reed. During the dedication ceremony
several addresses were given by prominent citizens reminding
their listeners of the prominent part General Reed had in the
Revolutionary War and the development of Fitzwilliam. That
it was on this site he drilled four companies of volunteers whom
he led at the battle of Bunker Hill. The medalhon at the top
of the bronze plaque is copied from a device which was on one
side of the flag carried by General Reed during the battle and
represents Mount Monadnock with a star overhead. There are
fir trees with a stone wall in the foreground and underneath is
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Fitzwilliam, in the County of Cheshire in said State,
qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall, in said Fitzwilliam, on Tuesday,
the 9th day of March next, at seven o'clock (7:00 p.m.) in the afternoon to act on
the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1 : To bring in your votes for the election of one selectman, a town treas-
urer, town clerk, tax collector, trustee of trust funds, trustee of the library, cemetery
commissioner, and two (2) members of the budget committee for three (3) years,
three firewards, three commissioners of Plante Memorial Park, town hail agent, con-
stable and prosecuting officer for one (1 ) year.
Polls will be open not later than 2 :00 o'clock p.m. and close not earlier than
7:0 o'clock p.m. , or such later time as shall be authorized by vote of the Town.
ARTICLE 2 : To hear and act upon reports of agents, auditors and committees hereto-
fore chosen
.
ARTICLE 3 : To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money
in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,000 .00 to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund created at the 1 969 town
meeting for the purpose of purchasing equipment for the Fire Department.
ARTICLE 5 : To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
contract with the James. W. Sewall Co. to prepare a property map of all the
properties of the Town at a cost not to exceed $1 9 ,0 .0 and to raise and approp-
riate $9,500 .00 this year, the balance not to exceed $9 ,500 .00 to be paid in
two installments in the year 1 9 72 as specified in the contract.
ARTICLE 6 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 ,600 .00 to be expended by the Fitzwilliam District Nursing Association, Inc.,
for the purpose of providing district nursing services for Fitzwilliam.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $700 .00 to
improve the road from the Rhododendron State Park to the Old Troy Road or take any
action thereon
.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $30 .
to improve the so-called Jock Page road from the Scott Pond Road to the southeast
corner of the John Aldsworth property and discontinue the remainder of the road
from the above mentioned point easterly to the Jaffrey Town Line, subject to gates
and bars, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 9 : To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $2 0,000 .00
to replace the Adams Grader presently owned, which shall be offered in trade or
sold, such purchase to be financed by appropriating $1 ,000 .00 from 1 970
surplus and raising $1 ,000 .00 this year, such total sum to be expended by a
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committee of the Selectmen, Chairman of the Budget Committee and the Highway
Agent
.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to contract
for a hospital and life insurance program for its full-time highway employees.
ARTICLE 1 1 : To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 to
provide a more suitable site or develop suitable plans for the better disposal of
household trash, rubbish and other waste.
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000 .00 to reconstruct or replace the bridge near the residence of Stillman S.
Stone or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 1 3: (BY PETITION) Proposed that the town of Fitzwilliam donate the sum
of $2 00 .00 to the Monadnock Region Humane Society, which services the Com-
munity of Fitzwilliam in many ways and is supported almost entirely by donation.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to establish a capital reserve fund
utilizing the $5 ,000 .00 voted at the 197 town meeting also $5 ,000 .00 from
the 1971 budget for the purpose of acquisition and development of future beach and
recreational facilities at Laurel Lake. Said funds to be expended within the dis-
cretion of the recreation commission for the above purposes.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the To;^n will vote to accept any donations of land and/or
monies for the purpose of acquisition and development of future beach and
recreational facilities at Laurel Lake.
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
call a special town meeting prior to December 1 , 1971 and as soon as the recre-
ation commission has accurate financial figures on the cost to the town for the
purpose of acquiring and developing a beach and recreational area at Laurel Lake.
ARTICLE 1 7: (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to extend the Historic
District of Fitzwilliam to include the area west of the present district as shown on a
map dated March 1971 as approved by the Historic Commission.
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to relinquish whatever highway rights it
may have in that portion of Highway "'75 which lies between a point 200' west of
the west boundary of the land of C. Boyd Allen, formerly of George O. Dunton,
thence westerly past the Webber homestead and thence northerly to a point where
it joins the road leading from Fitzwilliam to the Templeton Road.
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will raise and appropirate the sum of $66 6 .00 in
support of the operational cost of Elliot Community Hospital for the year 1971.
ARTICLE 20 : To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following schedule of prices
for the sale of lots in the Pine Grove Cemetery:
For Residents: The cost to a resident who has lived in the Town for a
period of one year immediately preceding the date of
payment shall be $1 2 0.00 for a 1 0' x 10' lot.
$100.00 of this amount to be transferred to the
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Trustees of Trust Funds to establish a trust fund for
perpetual care of the lot. $2 .0 to be added
to the Pine Grove Cemetery Special Account.
For non-residents: The cost to a non-resident for a 1 ' x 10'
lot shall be $300.00. $1 00 .00 of this
amount to be transferred to the Trustees of Trust
Funds to establish a trust fund for perpetual
care of the lot. $2 00 .00 to be added to the
Pine Grove Cemetery Special Account.
A cost of $2 .00 to be made for the cost of the deed and recording. Passage of this
article shall rescind all previous votes pertaining to the sale of lots In the Pine
Grove Cemetery.
ARTICLE 2 1 : To see whether the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$408 .00 to support the Monadnock Family and Mental Health Service for the year
1971 .
ARTICLE 22 : To see if the Town will vote to create a street lighting survey com-
mittee of three (3) members whose duty it shall be to consult with the Public Service
Co. of N.H. and approve the replacement, installation or discontinuance of certain
street lights as recommended by the Company, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 23: To see if the Town will vote to have the Selectmen appoint a committee
of seven members to investigate the possibility of building a new Fire Station. A
report and recommendation of this committee to be presented at the next Town
meeting. The committee to consist of the three firewards, chairman of the Board of
Selectmen, and three members at large. OR take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 24 : To hear the report of the Budget Committee and pass any vote in
relation thereto.
ARTICLE 25 : To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
quit claim to the Monadnock Regional School District all rights and title it may have
to the lot of land known as the "old tool house site" located on the south side of the
Rhododendron Road and abutting the Emerson School land. The building now on the
site to be sold by competitive bids or disposed of by such other means as the Select-
men shall determine.
ARTICLE 26 : To see if the Town will vote to create a Road and Street Sign Com-
mittee of 3 members, to cooperate with the Highway Department in the erection of
suitable signs so that all regularly maintained town roads and streets will be properly
identified, or take any action thereon.
Given under our hands and seal this 2 2 nd day of February, in the year of our
Lord Nineteen hundred and seventy-one.
Howard E. Ho! man
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A true copy of the Warrant-Attest:
Howard Hoi man
William H. Davis Sr.
John R. Damon
SELECTMEN OF FITZWILLIAM
We certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants within named, to meet at the
times and place and for the purpose within mentioned, by posting up an attested
copy of the within Warrant at the place of meeting within mentioned and a like
attested copy at the Town Hall being a public place in said Town on the 2 2 nd day
of February, 1971.
Howard Hoi man
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SYNOPSIS - ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
Fitzwilliam, N.H. - March 10,1 970
Fitzwilliam, N.H. 03447
ARTICLE h
Meeting called to order at 2 PM March 1 0th 1970, by Mr. Horace Firmin, Mod-
erator. Empty ballot box exhibited. The meeting voted to read only the first part
of the Warrant and to proceed with the voting. The rest of the Warrant to be acted
upon v^^hen the meeting was again called to order. The entire Warrant was read by
the Moderator. The voters then pledged allegience to the Flag.








Trustee of Trust Funds
Trustee of Library


















Polls will be opened not later than 2 PM and close earlier than 7 PM or as such
later time as shall be authorized by vote of the town.
Voted to increase the terms of the Tax Collector, Town Treasurer and the Town
Clerk from one (1 ) year to three (3) years.
ARTICLE ^2 - to hear and act on the reports of the various committees and agents.
Howard Hoi man reported on the interest shown on the front cover of the Town
Report. Explained method of arriving at determining the amount of taxes etc. TRA
roads, schools. A rising vote of thanks given to Mr. Holman. The article was
passed on a voice vote.
ARTICLE ^3 - To hear the report of the budget committee and act upon same.





Town Hall & BIdgs. expenses



















ARTICLE "^8 - To establish a historic district- of Fitzwilllam as shown on map dated
March, 1 970 and filed in the Town Clerk's office. Copy of the map and adoption
of the article shall be filed by the Town Clerk with the Registry of Deeds, Cheshire
County. The following amendment, submitted by Mr. Richardson. "That the
property owners living in the historic district, shall approve by a majority vote, the
rules and regulations for the administration of the district."
The amended article was approved and voted for.
ARTICLE h
Planning Board to approve or disapprove new subdivisions, etc.
,
The duty of the Town Clerk to file with the Registry of Deeds County of Cheshire
a notice of this action.
This article was PASSED by voters.
ARTICLE *1 - re: permit from Selectmen - Tabled for 2 years
ARTICLE '^l 1 - Re: Size, etc. of building lots - Tabled for 2 years
ARTICLE "\2 - Regarding the land conveyed to the Town on 7/22/69 to town and
return it to David H. & Janice J. Reid with rights to the town to enter property to
remove the Old Kemp Brook bridge and relocating Kemp Brook channel.
This article PASSED by voters.
ARTICLE ''I 3 - Article amended by John Damon as follows: "To see if the Town
wishes to exclude from the plan for Social Security coverage of its employees sub-
mitted in accordance with New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated Chapter 1 1
Section 5 service in any class or classes of positions of election officials or
electionworkers for a calendar quarter in which the remuneration paid for such
service is less than $5 .00
"
Article PASSED as Amended.
ARTICLE *1 4 - To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen to sell deeded
property at public actuion. Article PASSED
ARTICLE ^15 - Re: withholding $2 6,45 until the School District has resolved in
accordance with orders issued by the Tax Commission in March 1968. Amended as
follows "or to require the selectmen to take any action under this article they deem
necessary and advisable. Article PASSED as amended.
ARTICLE "^1 6: Re authorizing selectmen to release the town's title and interest in
the estate of William F. Clark. Article was tabled.
ARTICLE #1 7 - Re: Payloader - Article PASSED
ARTICLE *1 8 - To sell, trade or exchange Adams grader and other unusable High-
way Department equipment - Article PASSED
ARTICLE '^l 9 - Re: Gates and bars at primitive roads - Article PASSED
ARTICLE '^2 0, 2 1 &22 - voted on the ballot forms.
Meeting formally adjourned at 1 :4 AM after votes had been counted and elected
and appointed officers had been sworn in as prescribed by law.
Respectfully submitted,
Webb H. Sherman, TOWN CLERK
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
The Board of Selectmen is pleased to present the following report for 19 70, a
year in which several regulations were adopted that will have a long-range effect on
the development of the town. The setting up of an Historic District to provide a way
to preserve the historic and colonial atmosphere of the town and the adoption of sub-
division regulations mark an important step in the orderly development of the town.
The cooperation of land and property owners with the regulating committees
will greatly facilitate the successful operation of these important rules and regu-
lations .
Article 5 has been inserted In the warrant to afford the voters the opportuntiy
to act on another most important matter regarding the basic layout of the town.
Those who are familiar with the Town History know that In the original plan of the
town, each of the 25 lots was supposed to contain 1 acres with the exception
of the narrow 1 2th tier of lots. In 1 84 5 , 42 of these lots were set off to form a
part of the town of Troy. The remaining 2 1 6 lots have been sold, resold and many
of them subdivided to such an extent that the town records now show over 1100
property owners. How much acreage was lost in the process is unknown and can
only be determined in a practical way by a survey using the technique of aerial
photography. Until 1 966 assessments were made on the basis of a lot or a Home-
place without much regard to the character of the land or Its potential use and
development. The proposed legislation on "open space" would seem to make it
imperative that a more accurate inventory of all land be made. The most practical
way to re-map the town is by aerial survey.
The James W. Sewall Company completed a survey for the town of Dublin in
1968 and is currently about to finish the town of Rindge. As we have a common
boundary with Rindge, it would seem logical that this firm should be considered to
prepare a map for Fitzwilliam.
Index cards are prepared for each parcel showing the location on the master
map. The page and volume information of the recording of the deed to the property
Is also noted on the card together with the characteristics of the land. Copies of the
aerial survey will be available for a small fee and should be a valuable aid if the
property Is to be sold or sub-divided.
At first glance It may seem to some that the cost Is high or that the need does
not warrant the expense. However, based on the experience of other towns, the
cost is recovered in a relatively short time through revenue received from untaxed
lands. The benefits to future generations cannot be estimated. The Board of Select-
men believe this undertaking to be of utmost importance and earnestly hope the
article will receive the favorable consideration of the voters.
As mentioned in the Selectmen's report last year. It was the Intention of the
Board to employ the services of an accounting firm to prepare the property inventory
tax warrant and mail out the bills. On further investigation it was decided to
continue to use the present system because a substantial part of the cost of having the
work done by an outside firm is In the charges made for the many changes which take
place each year.
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It will be remembered that it was voted last year to paint the outside of the
library building and install a backwater strip on the edge of the north and south sides
of the Town Hall roof. The painting of the library was accomplished under the
direction of the Library Trustees. A backwater strip of .032 aluminum was Installed
on the main roof and vestibule of the Town Hall . The addition of "snow hooks"
could well be considered for the north side of the main and vestibule sections of the
roof to prevent the possibility of falling ice and snow causing injury to anyone using
the walk close to the building.
Articles] 7 and 1 8 in last year's warrant authorized certain changes in the
Highway Department's equipment. While considering the exchange of the loader for
o new unit, it was learned that it might be possible to purchase a new truck chassis
through the state purchasing agent for a most reasonable price. It was found that for
the price of a snow plow and wing attachment for the new loader it would be possible
to have a new truck and sander. Through the cooperation and ability of the Highway
personnel and by using the body and sub-frame from the '61 Chevrolet truck this was
accomplished. The service which the Highway Department was able to render this
past winter attests to the value of this decision.
A close inspection of the old Adams grader indicated that if a source of supply
of the necessary parts could be found it might be possible to repair the unit for
limited service. However, it is the opinion of the Board of Selectmen and Highway
Agent that further repairs, which will be both extensive and expensive, are not
warranted. The Selectmen recommend that favorable action be taken on Article 9 .
Recent legislation enacted by the New Hampshire Legislature makes it man-
datory that all town bridges be Inspected every two years. The Selectmen requested
the assistance of the N.H. Highway Department in making this survey,, and inspection.
Details of the condition of bridges together with the recommendations for the improve-
ment have been studied and Article 1 2 has been placed in the Warrant for the
consideration of the voters to start a bridge Improvement program.
The Highway Department has done a commendable job in maintaining the Town
Dump and most of the townspeople have cooperated in its use. However, the state-
ment made in the Selectmen's report in 1967 must be repeated - "It is our opinion
that the location of the present dump should be changed. The most obvious and
compelling reason for relocation of the dump Is that the Town is in the position of
maintaining a traffic hazard. The fact that our citizens have to turn out of, and
into 5 0-60 m.p.h. traffic, plus the added peril of smoke and papers blowing across
such a heavily-traveled highway, makes a continuation at the present location
unjustifiable." Those who are concerned about the safety of travel on Route 1 2
would be well advised to take this admonition seriously. Article 1 1 has been placed
in the warrant this year for the future consideration of the matter.
The board of selectmen appreciate the cooperation of the other Town Officers and the
time others have spent in attending the many meetings necessary to carry on the
affairs of our Town.
Respectfully submitted,
Howard C. Hoi man




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TAX COMMISSION
Concord, New Hampshire




Submitted herewith is the report of the annual examination and audit of the
accounts of the Town of Fitzwilliam for the fiscal year ended December 31 , 1970,
which was made by this Division in accordance with the vote of the Town. Exhibits
as hereafter listed are included as part of the report.
One of the enclosed audits must be given the Town Clerk as part of the
permanent records.
SCOPE OF AUDIT
Included in the examination and audit were the accounts of the Board of
Selectmen, Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town Clerk, Library, Village Precinct Summer
Recreation Program and Trustees of Trust Funds.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Comparative Balance Sheets-December 31,1 96 9 -December 31 , 1 9 70:
Exhibit A-l
Comparative balance sheets, as of December 31,1 969 and December 31 ,
1970, are presented in Exhibit A-l. As indicated therein, the Surplus increased
by $2,358.77 in 1970, from $32,815 .75 to $35,174.52 . Inasmuch as
there were no outstanding long term notes or bonds on December 31, 19 70, the
Balance Sheet surplus of $35 ,1 74 .5 2 also represented the Current Surplus (excess
of total assets over current liabilities) on that date.
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition: (Exhibit A-2)
An analysis of the change in financial condition of the Town during the year
is made in Exhibit A-2 , with the factors which caused the change indicated therein.
These were as follows:
Increases in Surplus:
Net Budget Surplus $21,392.40
Tax Collector's Excess Credits (Net) 96 6 ,3 7
$22,358.77
Decrease In Surplus:
Surplus used to Reduce Tax Rate 20,000 .00
Net Increase in Surplus $ 2,35 8.77
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Comparative Statements of Appropriations and Expenditures - Estimated and Actual
Revenues: (Exhibits A-3 and A-4)
Comparative statements of appropriations and expenditures, estimated and
actual revenues for the fiscal year ended December 31 , 1 9 70 , are presented in
Exhibits A-3 and A-4 . As indicated by the budget summary (Exhibit A-4), a net
unexpended balance of appropriations of $1 3 ,34 1 ,5 9, plus a revenue surplus of
$8 ,050 .8 1 , resulted in a net budget surplus of $2 1 ,392 .40 .
Summary Statement of Receipts and Expenditures: (Exhibit B-l)
A summary statement of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal year ended
December 31,1 970 , made up in accordance with the uniform classification of
accounts, is included In Exhibit B-l , Proof of the Treasurer's balance as of
December 31 , 1970, as indicated in Exhibit B-2 .
AUDIT PROCEDURE
The accounts and records of all town officials charged with the custody,
receipt and disbursement of public funds were examined and audited in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly included such tests of
the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as were considered neces-
sary in the circumstances.
Verification of uncollected and unredeemed taxes was made by mailing notices
to delinquent taxpayers as indicated by the Collector's records. The amounts of
uncollected and unredeemed taxes as indicated In this report are therefore subject
to any changes which may be necessitated by the return of verification notices.
GENERAL COMMENTS
Uncollected Taxes
As of December 31 , 1970, delinquint property, poll, yield and head taxes
amounting to $1 ,066 .84 on account of the levies of 1 968 and prior years re-
mained outstanding on the Tax Collector's warrants.
The list of unclolected taxes should be reviewed and where required, abate-
ments should be issued by the Selectmen. The Tax Collector should take the neces-
sary steps required to enforce collection of the remainder of these delinquent taxes.
Unredeemed Taxes;
As indicated in Exhibit C-2 , there were, as of December 31 , 1 9 70, un-
redeemed taxes from the tax sales of the levies of 1967 and prior years as
follows:
Levy of : Amount








FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, N.H,
ASSETS
CASH
In hands of Treasurer $153,960.41
In hands of Tax Collector 399 .41
Capital Reserve Funds:
State purpose of Fund
Accounts Due to the Town
From the State:
Reimbursement a/c State and Federal lands
Unredeemed Taxes:
Levy of 1 9 69
Levy of 1 9 6 8
Previous years
Uncollected Taxes
Levy of 19 70
Levy of 1 969
Levy of 1 968
Previous Years
State Head Taxes - Levy of 1970
State Head Taxes-Previous Years
TOTAL ASSETS
Surplus - December 31, 19 69
Net Debt -Surplus, December 31 , 1 9 70














Accounts Owed by The Town:
Bills Outstanding-Overpayments to be
refunded
Cemetery Special Account
Class V Highway Maintenance
Parks & Playground (Land Acquisition)
Yield Tax Deposits
Security Deposits-Town Dump Keys
Due to State:
Uncollected State Head Taxes




Excess of Assets over liabilities



























Social Security & Retirement
Parks and Playgrounds
Total Receipts other than Current Revenues
Total Receipts from All Sources
















Town Officers' Salaries 6,657.50
Town Officers' Expenses 5,471 .9 7
Election and registration expenses 5 64 .5
Expenses town hall & other town bidgs 6,2 5 9 .41
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police Department 5,449.51
Fire Department, including forest fires 5 ,775 .05
Moth extermination-blister rust 125 .0
Planning and Zoning 3,166.72
Damage by dogs 7 8 .9
Health:
Health Department, including hospitals
and ambulance 2,509.00
Town dumps and garbage removal 1 ,1 22 .75
Highways and Bridges:
Town Road Aid 8,983.18
Town Maintenance 20,774.49
Street Lighting 2,474.76
General Expenses of Highway Dept
Oiling Town Roads 8,5 96.4 3
Class V Highways 1 ,302 .65
Libraries:
Public Welfare:
Old age assistance 1 ,620 .79
Town poor 5 1 5 .60
Child welfare 1,402.60
Patriotic purposes:
Memorial day. Veteran's ass'n & Old Home Day
Parks & Playgrounds including summer recreation 1 ,339 .00











Cemeteries, including hearse hire
Unclassified:
Damages & legal expenses, including dogs
Advertising & Regional Associations
Taxes bought by town
Discounts, Abatements & Refunds
Employees' Retirement & Social Security







Payments to capital reserve funds
Total Indebtedness Payments
Payments to other Government Divisions:
State Head Taxes Paid State Treas
1970
prior years
Payments to State a/c Yield Tax Debt Ret,
Taxes paid to County
























Total Payments to Other Governmental Divisions
Total Payments for all purposes









SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Land and Buildings 100,000.00
Town Hall, Furniture and Equipment 5,000,00
Libraries, Land and Buildings 20,000.00
Libraries, Furniture, Books & Equipment 1 5 ,000 .00
Public Department, Equipment 1 ,500.00
Fire Department, Land and Buildings 29,000.00
Fire Department, Equipment 38,000.00
Highway Department, Land and Buildings 5 ,000 .00
Highway Department, Equipment 35,000.00
Parks, Common and Playgrounds 3 ,5 00 .0
Cemetery Building & Equipment 1 ,5 00 .0
$253,500.00






Mobile Homes and House Trailers 249,497.00
Boats and Launches 6,040.00
TOTAL VALUATION BEFORE $9 ,324.323.00
EXEMPTIONS ALLOWED
Blind Exemptions 2 2,000.




Town Officers Salaries 6,600.00
Town Office Administrative Expenses 5 ,5 00 .00
Election and Registration Expenses 5 00 .00
Town Hall & Buildings Maintenance
Town Hall 6 ,000 .00
Library 1 ,200.00 7,200.00
Social Security & Retirement Contributions 1 ,300 .0
Police Department 6,500.00
Fire Department 6,000.00
Blister Rust 5 00.00
Insurance 3,000.00
Planning and Zoning 200.00
Damages & Legal Expenses 5 ,5 00 .00
Civilian Defense 100.00
Health Department 2,509.00






Street Lighting 2,5 00 .00
Town Road Aid 1 ,1 71 .7 2
Libraries 2,000.00
Old Age Assistance 2,000.00
Public Relief - Town Poor 1,500.00
Memorial Day, Vet Assoc Old Home Day 30 .0
Parks and Playgrcunds inc Band Concerts 6 ,8 1 .0
Cemeteries 2,200.00
Advertising & Regional Associations 467 .00
New Equipment 20,000.00
Payment on Dept for Tax Antic. Borrowing* 8 ,000 .0
Capital Reserve Fund - to be raised by taxes 2 ,0 00 .0
Child Welfare 2,000 .00
TOWN APPROPRIATION (TOTAL ) 126,357.72
LESS: ESTIMATED REVENUES AND CREDITS
Interest and Dividends tax 2 4,444.00
Savings Bank Tax 9 2 2.00
Meals and Rooms Tax 5 ,064 .00
Reimbursement a/c Property Exempted 1 9 70
special session 19,226.68
Reimbursement a/c State & Federal Lands 90 .0
Revenue from Yield Tax Sources 1 ,357 .34
Interest received on Taxes and Deposits 5 ,000 .00
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 250 .00
Dog Licenses 400 .00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 14,500.00
Rent of Town Property and Equipment 1 00 .00
Income from Trust Funds 2 .0
National Bank Stock Taxes 6.0
Poll Taxes at $2 .00 (1 970 Warrant) 1 ,1 02 .00
Surplus 15,000.00
Other Revenue: Highway Cap Res. Fund 5 ,000 .00
*Approp for tax notes not required 6 ,5 00 .0
1 year not Ort. #1 7 5,000.00
TOTAL REVENUE & CREDITS 103,982.02
Net Town Appropriations 2 2,375 .70
Net School Appropriations 295, 303. 7
6
County Tax Assessment 19,227.22
Total of Town, School and County 3 36,9 06.6 8
Add: War Service Tax Credits 5,300.00
Add: Overlay 7,578 .49
Property Taxes to be Raised 349 ,785 .1 7
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TAXES TO BE COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR:
Gross Property Taxes 34 9,785.17
Less: w/Serv . Tax Cr. - 5,300 .00
Net Property Taxes 34 4,485.17
Add: 1 970 Poll Taxes at $2 .00 1 ,1 02 .00
Add: National Bank Stock Taxes 6 .00
TOTAL TAX COMMITTMENT








3 .8 Combined Rate
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NAME















Baldwin, Walter D. heirs
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Benedetti, Peter & Patricia












Bolles, Harry & BIythe Ruth
RFD h
Keene, N.H.















Chase, George W., Sr.
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Cirillo, Evelyn M.




























Harmon, Cynthia W. 1/14/71 2 12.32
Robbins Road
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Hillock, Walter F., Jr. 193.80
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Hinds, James H. 1 52 .30
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Hofco Realty 771 .4
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Hofmeister, Annette 201 .4
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Hongisto, Walter & Modena 608 .00
RFD, Troy, N.H.
Huntoon, Clyde & Mary 324.90
Fitzwilliam, N.H.





Jacobs, Roland 1 86 .2
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Jean, Lillian 1 1 .20
1 6 Prospect Street
Winchendon, Mass.
Judsky, John & Jacqueline 68 .40
1 8 Main Street
Athol , Mass.
Keligi, Martha 748 .60
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Kelsey, Ralph & Annie 68.40
2 46 High Street
Greenfield, Mass.
LaFave, Robert & Patricia 1 71 .00
Fitzwilliam, N.H.





Madden, Julia 1 38 .5 7
Star Route
Riverton, Conn.
Mallet, Helen W. 7.60
459 Sanders Street
Athol, Mass.
Mattson, Osmo 1 03 .9
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Maurer, Major Philip & Elizabeth 1 33 .0
74 1 6 B Salem Drive
Columbus, A.F.B. Miss
Martin, Roger & Dorothy 1 49 .5
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
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Meatty, Clifford heirs 1 02 .60
Fitzwilllam, N.H.
Mendeloff, Ernest & Kirsten 146.30
High Noon Road
Bridgeport, Conn.




Methe, Edward & Alberta 3 89 .5
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Michelson, Frank 24 .70
c/o Lillian Jean
1 6 Prospect Street
Winchendon, Mass.
Michelson, Lamoo L. estate 267.90
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Moore, Norman & Elaine 70.30
4 Reef Road
Fairfield, Conn.
Morey, D. Jas. & Helen 1 93 .80
2 1 8 Conway Street
Greenfield, Mass.
Morin, Ludger & Ida 143.80
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Moses, Edward 1 0.00
2 4 Lincoln Road
Medford, Mass.
Murphy, John heirs 5 .7
c/o Oscar & Helen Pellegrin
7 5 Burbank Street
Boston, Mass.
N.H. Land Development Corp 66.50
4 1 School Street
Keene, N.H.
Noel, Charles & Ruby 1 3.2
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Norway, Edwin & Rita 3 85 .70
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Nugent, John F. estate 7 .60
c/o Katherine G. Nugent «
45 Wellington Street
Worcester, Mass.
Patch, Richard & Nancy 332 .50
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Pel key, Leonard & Ann 3 30 .6
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Pierce, Hathaway & Doris 2 64 .1
61 Wilder Street
Keene, N.H.
Prescott, Fred & Nancy 312.90
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
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Quick, Dr. Harry 34 .2
1 44 Autumn Street
Agawam, Mass.
Rathburn, Richard 91 .2
5 9 Vine Street
Athol, Mass.








Roy, Eugene & Mildred 1 04 .5
Box 7 2
Westminster, Mass.
Schimke, Fred 4 1 .40




Skelton, James 15 3.90
1 00 Grove Road
Rye, N.H.
Smith, Chester & Emily 108.30
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Smith, Glenn & Ramona 50 3 .5
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Smith, Henry 571 .9
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Smith, Ralph & Marjorie 457.90
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Stewart, Harold 85 .5
1 34 So D St -Apt 8
Oxnard, Calif
Taylor, Oliver 473 .1
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Vaine, Walter & Helen 49 .40
Troy, N.H.
Waelter, Donald 1/5^1 12.60
Fitzwilliam, N.H.




Whipple, Henry Jr 1 9 3.80
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Whipple, Wm. H. S. estate 296.40
Fitzwilliam, N.H.
White, John 851 .2
No Attleboro, Mass.
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Howard C. Hoi man 1,300.00
William H. Davis Sr. 500.00
John R. Damon 500 .00
Helmi Tommila, Treas. 500.00
Webb H. Sherman, Clerk 1 ,1 66 .50































Cold River Hot Mix


















Bill 's Oil Company
























S & J Auto Ports
Perkins, Bossett & Wright
Bernordston Equipment Soles












Fred A . Baldwin
George W. Spicer
Tommila Brothers









Treas . State of N . H . OAA
APTD
D. LaDeau, Foster Children
H. B. Firmin, Delivering
Surplus food
A. E. Lord, Investigations




Goodnow, Arwe & Ayer 496 .63
Cheshire Co-Humane So. 110.00 606.63
INTEREST
Ashuelor Notional Bank 821.04 82 1.04
DUNCAN FUND
Ralph Baila 663.65
George W. Spicer 249.00
Tommila Bros. 390 .00 1,302.65
T.R.A.









Ashuelot National Bank 75,000.00 75,000.00
LAND AND
BUILDINGS
Al Melanson & Company
Town Hall Roof 2,050.00
Lloyd Hoi man-Painting Library 1 ,1 50 .00 3,200.00
NEW
EQUIPMENT
Bernardston Equipment Sales 14,500.00
Genest Ford Sales 3,247.50
R. C. Hazelton Inc. 475.00 18,222.50
SS & WH
Treas State of N.H. SS 2,85 4.21
Internal Revenue Service 1,731.23 4,585.44
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STATE & COUNTY
Walter C . Peck, Treas-County Tax 18,914.67
Treas. State of N.H., Head Tax 3,084.00
Bond & Debt Retirement tax 1 71 .2 8 22,169.95
PRECINCTS












REPORT OF THE ROAD AGENT
Regular maintenance was done, cleaning ditches, grading and graveling, drilling
and blasting stones. A total of 368 feet of culvert pipe was replaced and culverts
were cleaned and flushed. Work was done on T.R.A . , grading, and loading
trucks.
OILING
Approximately 400 tons of cold patch were made and bumps were cut off and
patched on various roads, some sections of bad road were repaired with home-made
patch. A farmer's mix was put on the new road over Kemp Brook on Royalston Road.
Approximately 5-3/4 miles of road were oiled. A shortage of oil occurred, how-
ever we were fortunate to receive the amount ordered. An increase in price of
oil by 1/3 is expected in 1971 .
DUMP
Work was done at the dump drawing fill and putting into a more respectable
condition. It would be a great help if everyone would dump their rubbish over the
edge of the embankment.
EQUIPMENT
1 1 9 70 Ford Dump New
1 1 9 67 Ford Dump Good
1 JD 544 Loader New
1 Compressor & Eapt . Poor
1 Homelite Chain Saw Good
2 Power Sanders Fair
1 Power Sweeper Good
1 Roller Poor
1 Swenson Sander Good
1 Swenson Sander New
1 Adams Motor Grader Poor
3 One-way Snowplows Good
2 One-way Snowplows Fair
1 Vee Snowplow Fair
1 ,00 feet Snow Fence Fair
1 ,5 Feet Snow Fence Good
Respectfully submitted.





C. Sc. H.M.I. Fire E.
In the fall of 1 970 Chief Donald Holbrook answered his last alarm. On
September 12, 1 9 70 a Memorial Service was held at The Meadowood
Assembly hail to honor the founder and chief of the Meadowood County Area
Fire Department. The Fire Wards of Fitzwilliom wish to dedicate this page in
his memory, as the Meadowood County Area Fire Department has served our
town without cost since October 11, 1953. Without Chief Holbrooks
foresight the fire service In Fitzwilliom would not be as advanced as It is.
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FITZWILLIAM FIRE WARDS REPORT
for 1 9 7
The year 19 70 was a very beneficial year to your Fire Department. Again
we were able to turn money back to the Town. This is because of the faithful
service of the Fitzwilliam Firefighter's donations to the Town. The Firefighters
donated $3 ,464 .6 2 to the Fire Department for equipment, clothing, radios, home
monitors, and miscellaneous items. This relieves the pressure of the Town doing so.
In addition the men donated $2,5 7 2 .0 to various organizations in the
Town that asked for financial help in sponsoring activities in the Town.
For these monies, we as Fire Wards, express our sincere thanks for their
help.
In the Town Warrant we have placed an article to form a study committee
of five people to investigate the building needs of the Fire Department. At the
present time our Depot Fire Station is in need of many repairs. The weight of the
new trucks is causing the floor to split open. Also, the doors need replacing in the
back area. The station is now becoming obsolete in storing our equipment. Even
more important is the use of the hall at the station. At the present time the hall is
used free of charge. This will have to be modernized to accommodate the public.
The toilet Is still an outhouse and the drinking water Is not fit for drinking or
making coffee. All drinking water must be brought to the station.
This committee, if approved by the Town, will bring into the 1 972 Town
Meeting the following:
I . A full report on the needs of the Fire Department for the next 1 5 years.
2 . To bring in a study of building needs for the town.
3 . Prepare a plan of action in implementing their recommendations
with estimated costs.
The Capital Reserve article is placed in the Warrant again this year. This
is to earmark $300 of the Town's Reserve Funds in the budget for the replacement
of fire engines.
As usual we wish to thank our radio dispatchers for their continued use of
their homes in providing free radio coverage of the Town. This would include:
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Grant
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Dunton
Mr. & Mrs. Winston Wright
Respectfully submitted,
Edwin O. Mattson, Jr., Chief
Winston A. Wright, Chief M.C.A.F.D.
Carl Baldwin, Forest Fire Warden
Fire Wards of Fitzwilliam, N.H.
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REPORT of the FOREST FIRE WARDEN and DISTRICT CHIEF
The 19 70 forest fire season was a quiet one in this area, quiet in part because of
your continued cooperation and favorable weather conditions.
Fires that did occur were, for the most part, caused by debris burning, children,
and smokers.
The elimination of these three causes of forest fires would drastically change this
picture to bring about this change we make the following suggestions :
I . When the ground Is not covered with snow, a permit to burn must be
obtained from the Forest Fire Warden. This permit covers waste
burning (even if in an Incinerator), grass burning as well as garden
trash and brush burning such burning is restricted by regulation to
prior to 9:00 A.M. and after 5 :00 P.M. with the following
exceptions:
Commercial or Industrial burning is permissible at any time under
norman conditions, but only with the approval of the District
Chief and a written permit from the Forest Fire Warden.
2 . Fires caused by children can be prevented only with the complete
cooperation of parents in the supervision of their children. Keep
matches out of reach of children. This action will help to
prevent fires and may save a life - the life of your child. Try
to explain this to your child, won't you?
3 . Forest fires caused by smokers can be reduced in number by the
exercise of more care in the discarding of matches and smoking
material whether from a vehicle or by a hiker. In all cases,
make sure that the butt or match you discard is out - dead out.
Smokey says, "Thanks for your help", and invites you to join
him in setting a good example for others in the prevention of
fires and the protection of our environment.




Carl E. Baldwin, Forest Fire Warden
R. Burns, District Fire Chief
84 fires
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FIRE CALLS FOR 1970
1/17/7 Roland Curfis/ Royalston Road, stove fire Minor damage
2/7/70 Lloyd Holman, Fitzwil liam Depot, Garage Total loss
2/14/70 Jewitt, State Line, trailer fire Total loss
2/2 7/7 Meatty Farm, Chimney & BIdg fire Heavy damage
4/25/70 Town Dump
6/21/70 Car Fire, Rt. 1 2
7/5/7 Car fire, Rt . 1 2
7/2 3/7 Resuscitator call
7/26/70 Car accident, Fuilam Hill Road
7/26/70 Fitzw/illiam Ski Tow, building fire Total loss
8/7/7 Reid House, Upper Troy Road Total loss
8/17/70 Car accident, Rt. 12
9/1 7/70 Elliot Labs, Smoke investigation
9/2 1/70 Elliot Labs, Oil spill
9/2 9/7 Car Accident, Rt. 12 and Rt. 119
1 O/l 0/70 Ted Greenough, Fitzwilliam Depot-House Fire Heavy Damage
10/11/70 Car accident, Rt. 1 1 9
]0/28/70 Duffy, trailer fire Rt. 1 2 Total loss
1 1/1/70 Car accident Rt. 12 and Rt. 119
11/18/70 Mutual Aid to WInchendon, Mass.
1 2/1 6/70 Browns, Rt. 119 chimney fire
1 2/2 1 /70 Harry LaFrannier West Lake Rd. , chimney fire slight damage
12/30/70 Car accident, Royalston Road
CIVIL DEFENSE REPORT
for 19 70
The Civil Defense organization of Fitzwilliam is under a re-organlzation program.
At the present time, volunteers to fill many vacant positions. If anyone would like
to work in Civil Defense please contact the director.
The budget funds were spent on small government items which are surplus and are
usually the type which can be used right-away.
We have placed on file in the Central Office, a request for a large generator for
the Town Hall and a surplus truck. If these items become available then funds must
be spent on them. In view of this, I have asked for an increase in the Civil Defense
funds.
For general information: As you may know, the Town of Fitzwilliam does not
have a public Fall-Out Shelter. The people of Fitzwilliam have been assigned to
the Troy Mills area In case of need.
Respectfully submitted,
W. A. Wright, Director
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ELLIOT INSTITUTE
Stal-ement- of Receipts & Disbursements
For the Year Ending December 31,1 970
FUNDS IN BANKS ON DECEMBER 31, 1969
Checking Account Cheshire National Bank 1 ,1 85 .6 3
Savings Acc't #1 55 33 Cheshire Co.Sav.Bank 3,643 .71
Savings Acc't '^'5 8251 Cheshire Co.Sav.Bank 735 .85
RECEIPTS 1970
Dividends 65 9.05
Interest 2 2 4.02
DISBURSEMENTS 1970
None
FUNDS IN BANKS ON DECEMBER 31,1 970
Checking Account Cheshire National Bank 1 ,844 .68
Savings Acc't #15533 Ches.Sav. Bank 3,830.1






Market Value December 31 ,1 970
122 shares American Tel . & Tel . 5 ,6 00 ,0
54 Shares Chemical Bank, N.Y. Trust 3,132 .00
34 Shares First National Bank, Boston 2,176.00
1 6 Shares Niagara Mohawk Power 67 2 .0
3 Shares Pacific Gas & Elec. (6% Pref) 9 60 .0






REPORT OF FITZWILLIAM POLICE DEPARTMENT FOR
Year Ending December 31, 19 70
This Department requests the citizens of this town to report all things of a suspicious
nature to this Department for evaluation. If a strange motor vehicle is noticed, try
to obtain the registration number first and then a general description of the vehicle.
If a suspicious person is observed, try to determine sex, physical description and
clothing v^orn.
When leaving your home, secure your doors and windows. If going away for a
period of time, notify this Department and we can check your home during this
period.
Any information of crimes committed in our Town will be held in strict confidence.
This is our Town and it is time some of us forgot about the feeling "we do not want
to get involved. " Let us all work together and get involved for the betterment of
all.
As you read of the activities listed below you will notice some categories bearing
asterisks, this implies an increase over last year. The percentage is approximately
2 0% . Nationally it is nearly 6 5% . If the cooperation requested in the above
paragraph is made, we feel sure we can keep this to a minimum.
We wish to thank the Police Departments of our surrounding towns and the sheriffs








Assist other Police Departments! 6
Arrests made










Del summons & Warrants
14
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FITZWILLIAM DISTRICT NURSING ASSOCIATION
Treasurer's Report
January 1 , 19 7 - December 31, 19 7
Balance on hand January 1 , 1 970 Keene Savings
Bank Account #38245
Keene National Bank, Checking Account
Receipts:
Town Appropriation
Interest on December 31 , 1970
Interest on Haskell Fund (see note)
Disbursements:
Troy Visiting Nurse Association, as per contract
Insurance
Transfer to Christmas Basket Fund from Haskell Fund
Ass 'n Home Health Care Agencies of N.H.(dues)
Equipment
Bank Service Charges
Gift for retiring Mrs. Munson
Balance on hand December 31,1970 -Keene
Savings Bank #3 82 45 331.82
Keene National Bank, Checking Account 461 .79
NANCY COX FUND
Balance on hand January 1 , 1 9 70 Cheshire County
Savings Bank Account #6 01 95
Receipts:
Interest to December 31, 19 70
Balance on hand December 31,1 970 -Cheshire County
Savings Account #6 0195
TOWN FAIR FUND (Dental Clinic)
Balance on hand January 1 ,1 970 -Cheshire County
Savings Acct. #2 8 386 Regular Acct. 9 5.83
Spec Acct. 2 ,309 .79
Receipts:




COMMUNITY CHRISTMAS FUN D
Balance on hand January 1 , 19 70 Cheshire County
Savings Bank Acct. *^4 3788 44.87
Receipts:
Contributions 7 3.00
Haskell Fund 5 8.52
Interest to December 31 , 19 70 3 .02
179.41
Disbursements:
Christmas Basket Expense 1 79 .41
Balance on hand December 31,1 97 -Cheshire County
Savings Bank Account *^4 37 8 8
179.41
Eleanor S. Bentzinger, Treasurer
Note: For record of Haskell Fund see report of the trust funds of the town of
Fitzwilliam.
Having examined the above account of the Treasurer of the Fiztwilllam Visiting
Nurse Association, I found the same to be correct.
Auditor
Nursing service is provided by contract with:
The Troy Visiting Nurse Association, Inc.
Tov/n Hall
Troy, New Hampshire 3465
Telephone: 2 42-3094
Nurse: Mrs. Janet A. Smith R.N.
January 1 , to December 31 , 1 96 9
Nursing visits 1 5
Patients cared for 36
Immunizations performed at clinics by
Dr. Carleton Smith assisted by nurse 1 2





LIBRARIAN'S REPORT - 1 970
We have had a good year in Increased circulation and progress on cataloging.
We hope to see more people using our facilities. Miss Bosworth helped me again in
the winter months with the cataloging.
The outside of the library was painted and looks good. The Bookmobile came
four times and we borrowed a total of 1 ,2 84 books. I sent to Concord for special
books not in our library.
A total of 6,703 books were circulated, 1 24 records, and 1 06 magazines.
A total of 45 new volumes were added to our collection. Miss Sturtevant and 1
attended six book selection meetings in area towns.
A change in hours was started June 1 st for Wednesdays to run 2 p.m to 8 p.m,
as an experiment. It will be continued for another year.
We were able to get the $100 State Grant in aid restored to us for reference
books
.
Story hours were held for pre-school children by Miss Sturtevant and she
wishes to thank the volunteer readers who helped her. We again held a summer
reading program for grades! -6 and 2 5 took part. We thank the Garden Club for
fresh flowers for our Circulating Room during the summer and for four memorial
books given to us.
The library Sewing Circle Woman's Club donated $1 5 for books and gave us
three memorial books. Other gift books were donated to us and we are grateful to
these people.
Dr. Carleton Smith obtained the services of Worcester (Mass.) chapter of
the S.P.E.S. O.S.A. without cost and Mrs. Smith headed the Committee to run the
concert and $1 ,300 was realized. A Comimttee of three ladies will choose books
every two months for our use. In November a "Frineds of the Library" group was
formed
.
A book selection meeting was held here for the first time on September 21 st.
This is for area librarians, and we hope to make it an annual event. On November
1 3th a party was given in honor of Mrs. J. Bruhns on the occasion of her retirement
from Trustee after 1 8 years of faithful work. Gifts and flowers were presented her.
Mylar book jackets were given to us by the "Frineds" and have been put on
and will help to prolong the life of our books.
Columbia sent us a donation of 1 2 classical records to add to our collection.
I wish to thank the "friends" for their fine help on our behalf, and to Miss




FRIENDS OF THE FITZWILLIAM TOWN LIBRARY
ANNUAL REPORT
As of
December 31 , 1 970
A new kind of community participation has been happening in Fitzwilliam this
year. At the suggestion of the Library Trustees, a few townswomen sponsored a fund-
raising event in the foil to provide books and special items not normally included in
the Town Library budget. The successful concert by the Worcester Chapter of the
Society for the Perservotlon and Encouragement of Barber Shop Puartet Singing in
America aroused such enthusiasm that it was decided to set up a permanent Friends
of the Library Group.
The original sponsoring group has been serving as an executive committee, and
concert patrons are now charter members. Active or contributing membership is open
to anyone who is interested in improving library service in Fitzwilliam. Responses
are still being received to membership letters sent out just before Christmas, and
they offered a wide variety of skills and interests that can be used to help our
Librarian and Trustees.
As of December 31 , 1970, the Friends of the Fitzwilliam Town Library has:
*Sponsored and presented a fund-raising concert.
*Set up a committee to assist the Librarian in selection and ordering
of new books.
*Purchased 47 new books
*Provided plastic protective covers for all new books, including
those purchased by the Town and other special funds.
*Assisted the Librarian in selecting books to be donated to the
Hill, New Hampshire Library after its disastrous fire
this fall.
Plans for the immediate future include purchase of more books and a typewriter
for use in library business, an Open House Program and Children's Poster Contest in
celebration of the Fitzwilliam Library Centennial, preparation and mailing to all
Town residents a history of the library and centennial open house invitations, and a
program of publicity, pictures and information in all area newspapers.
New programs and projects will be planned at the request of the Trustees and
the Librarian, and suggestions will be welcomed. The Friends of the Fitzwilliam
Town Library hope that, through their assistance, our townspeople will find that
their library offers growing services and resources for education, entertainment and
cultural enrichment.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Mrs. Carleton Smith, Chairman
Mrs. Robert Bentzinger, Vice C'man
Mrs. Robert Underwood, Secretary
Miss Isabel le Bosworth, Treasurer
Mrs. John Sweeney, Membership
Mrs. Enoch Fuller, Publicity
Mrs, Oscar Olsen, House
Mrs. John Tyler, Program
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REPORT OF LIBRARY TREASURER
1970
Balance January 1,1970 $290. 2
RECEIPTS 1970
Town Appropriation 2,000.00
Trust Funds 7 75 .0 8
TrusPhilllps 57.52
Simonds 5.12







State of New Hampshire (for reference books) 1 77 .5 9
FRIENDS of the Library (for purchase of books) 1 98 .04
Fines 75.85
Gifts 2 0.00
Rent Fees 2 8 .00
Memorial Books 62 .45
Reimbursement for books 16.92
Miscellaneous 5.95





Due to the fact that the Village Precinct was not re-activated until
September 2 9, 1 9 70 , all previous bills for 1970 were paid by the Selectmen
from the Haskell Fund and the Town Appropriation.
September 2 9,1970 - December 31, 1970
RECEIPTS:
Balance - Check Book - Keene National Bank $ 1 4 1 .2 9
Cheshire County Savings Bank (lnt.$l .43) 29 .47
$170.76
EXPENDITURE S:
October 2 - Check Book 2 .00
BALANCE $168.76
Isabel I e Bosworth
Treasurer
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SUMMER RECREATION PROGRAM, SUMMER 1970
Children in grades 1 -6 were offered a recreation program for eight weeks at
the Emerson school yard during the summer of 1 970 . The average daily attendance
was 25 while there were approximately 77 children registered. The children met
afternoons five days a week with Mr. Eugene Beauregard, director, and Miss Phyllis
Hofmeister, playground assistant.
Activities offered each week were ball games, table tennis, softball, archery,
tennis, table games, badminton, croquet, and arts and crafts. Social events in-
cluded bike riding, hiking, softball competition, a Mt. Monadnock climb, a trip
to Benson's Animal Farm, and two family nights.
Equipment and supplies were purchased with funds from the town appropriation
and from a grant from the Spaulding Potter Trust Fund. Donations from organizations
and individuals were used to buy two table tennis sets and an archery target. The
bus trip to Benson's was paid for by another organization.
A number of people donated time and talent to the program. Tennis instruc-
tion was generously offered by a resident at her own courts and other people went
to the playground to read, bike ride, and to lead arts and crafts activities.
The program was felt by many to be a success and an asset to the activities of
the town. As with any other "beginning" there are improvements to be made. The
heat of the summer afternoon created problems and caused afternoon activities to
be cancelled much too often. Possibly morning hours could help solve this. A
major concern to be considered next year is the difficulty of getting youngsters to
the school . Some method of transportation is needed.
The aim of the program is to make the best possible recreational activities
available to the largest possible number of children. This past experience will help
improve the program and accomplish this aim.
Mrs. Lois Green, Chairman








Mr & Mrs Robert Porrott, Sr.
Fitzwilllam Fire Department










Salaries (including payroll taxes)
Capital Investments - Equipment
Supplies -Arts & Crafts, Prizes, etc ,
Reimbursements:
Eugene R. Beuregard, Director:
Milage
Expenses




To open savings account
BALANCE IN CHECKING ACCOUNT
*$5 60 .0 of this amount was paid to the Town of Fitzwilliam for
the Community Action Program
Other donations received consisted of:
2 cases of soda donated by the Fitzwilliam Fire Department
1 box of punching balls by Mr. & Mrs. Robert Parrott, Sr.
bus to transport children to Benson's Animal Farm by the
Women's Auxiliary of the Fitzwilliam Fire Department
46 .00
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FITZWILLIAM HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
The Fitzwilliam Historic District was established by a vote of the Town at the
Annual Meeting March 1 970 . Members of the newly-established Historic District
met on April 21 , 1970 and voted on the rules and regulations to govern the
District that would preserve the architectural beauty of the District, conserve
property values and strengthen the local economy.
Originally the Historic Commission had the responsibility of forming a Historic
District, however, the state law does not restrict the number of Historic Districts
that may be established in a town. The Commission has now received a petition to
extend the present District and an article for this extension appears in the annual
town warrant
.
Since the District was formed, only one application for new construction has
been received and this permit was granted.
Permits for new construction or alterations are available from members of the
Historic Commission.




The Planning Board held its regular meetings once a month during lost year, and in
addition, held several special meetings. The Board now meets the second Monday of
the month in the Selectmen's office in the Town Hall at 7:30 p.m.
It was with regret that through resignations, the Board lost three very active members
during the year. They were Mr. Daley Whipple, Mr. Francis Fisk, and General
Julian Brown. Few people realize how much time these men devoted in an effort to
make our Town a better place In which to live. To fill the vacancies, the Selectmen
have appointed three new members to the Board. They are, Mr. Robert Anderson,
Mr. Robert Harkins, and Mr. James Kennedy.
The Town's sub-division regulations passed and adopted last year have been effect-
ively implemented. There have been several sub-division applications approved,
one denied, and three currently pending the March Board meeting.
Since the Planning Board's conception progress has been painfully slow. There are
many critical issues which have recently been brought Into focus, not only in Fitz-
william, but nationally. It should be obvious by now that our problems will not be
solved by the "State" or the "Government." Fitzwilliam is now bounded on all
sides by towns who have realized the necessity to actively implement guide lines for
planned growth and the preservation of their natural resources. Hopefully, in the
next few years, Fitzwilliam will recognize further the need for additional guide
lines in order to compensate for the acknowledged projected growth of Southern
New Hampshire.
The Board expresses its thanks to those people who have assisted them in the past
year.
Respectfully submitted.





Year Ending December 31 , 1 971
MARRIAGES
Date Pic









Mar. 1 4 Fitzwilliam
Mar. 1 4 Fitzwilliam
Mar.l 4 Rindge, N.H.
Mar. 2 1 Fitzwilliam
Mar. 2 3 Keene, N.H.
April 17 Troy, N.H.









Lorretta F . Whiting
Michael E. Dale
Judith A. Gorey














Edwin J . Grout









Willis G . Young
Peggy L. Lanvender
Robert H. Parrott,Jr.
Janet J . Allen
Clifford Lee Lisle
Patricia Lee Harris


















































































Norma E . Yon
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RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1970
Adams, David & Sally
Aldrich, Raymond & Marjorie
Aldsworth, John H.
Allen, C Boyd & Margaret
Anderson, Henry & Annie
Anderson, Robert H





Bagster, Richard & Beverly
Baldwin, Carl & Evelyn
l/B Northerly Side
Rindge Road
L/B S/S Rt 1 19 4A
U/B Scott Rd Baker Lt
IncI L/B of East Rd
L/B W/S Rt 1 2
Vet's Exemption
Homeplace 25 A
L/B N/S Cross Road
L/B E/S Sip Pond
L Pt Raymond Lot
L Clark Plus lots 72A
L Beals PI Rt 1 2 1 2A
L Sip Pond Peak Lot
LWilkins Land 4A


















L Pt Raymond Lot
L Pond Lot
L Tommila Lot 1 A
L E/S Old Turnpike Rd
L/B Pt Homeplace
14A & Lee Camp 20A
L Rear Sip Pond
L Nutting Lot 1 5A
L Pt Homestead 6 A
L Feldman lot 20
A
L Chaplin lot 4A
l/B E/S Tempi eton Rd
Vet's Exemption
L/B E/S Royalston Rd
l/B E/S Royalston Rd
Land off Kemp Brook Rd





















L/B Off West Lake Rd
Taylor Land W Lake
l/B E/S East Lake Rd
Homeplace/Cottage























Baldwin, Fred & Jessie
Baldwin, Walter D. heirs
Ball, William & Norma
Barker, Wensley & Johanna
Barnes, Christopher, Katherine
Barnes, Lennox & Grace
Barrus, Charles
Bateman, Hilda





Bemis, Daniel & Estella
Bentzinger, Robert & Eleanor
Bergeron, Leopold & Diane





Homeplace 1 5 A





L/B E/S Upper Troy
Vet's Exemption
Homeplace 1 A
l/B E/S Upper Troy
L/B Old Tempi eton
Road
Vet's Exemption
Homeplace 1 /2 a
Vet's Exemption
L/B of Hartford





L N/S Rockwood Pd










Shop & Lot 1 A
lyb W/S Turner Rd
L/B W/S Turner Rd
Mobilehome on Doyle
L S/S Rt 1 1 9
Mobilehome W/S Rt 1
L/B O FItzwilliam























































































Campbell, Clayton & Evelyn
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Clarke, Joseph & Hazel





Colwell, LaRue, & Mary




Crane, Col Vincent & Mary
Crook's George & Joan
Cummings, Allen
Curtis, Roland & Linda
Cushing, Edith
Cushing, Jeremiah Jr
Dahl, Frank & Lillian
Damon, Clayton & Bernice
Damon, John & Beverly
Homeplace of Minor
L E/S Old GapMt
Vet's exemption
L/B E/S Old Troy Rd
L/B W/S Old Troy Rd
Fisher Farm





L/B N/S Rt 11 9
Homeplace of Russell
Homeplace












l/B E/S Ho I man Rd
L/B SW/S Hoi man Rd
Veteran's Exemption
Wei I man Place
Blake Lot 1 3A
Morrison Land
Land of Jalava
l/B Royal St on Rd
Homeplace 1 5 OA

















El well, Thomas & Constance
Evans, Arthur & Alice
Exel, David & Lillian
Farinolt, Altieri, Gertrude
Farrar, Aldon & Wilmo
Forrington, Marion
Fovreau, Arthur & Bertha
Fovreau, Robert & Marilyn
Firmin, Horace
Firmin, John & Caroline
Firmin, Elaine
Fisher, Jennie
Fisher, Annie & Jennie
Fitzwilliam Historical Society
Fitzwilliam Swimming Club




Fitzgerald, Ronald & Barbara
Flagg, Harold & Katherine
Fleming, Louise
Flinkstrom, John
Florence, Robert & Viola
L/B of Stone
L of Lassila
















L/B W/S Royalston Rd
Land E/S Royalston Rd
L/B SS Old Richmond
Road







L & Blake House




Pt Clark Farm 20A
Land of Aldrich
L&B Upper Troy Tr
Land Grade
L&B Depot
L& B Jet 119 & 12
Homeplace
Mobilehome, Lot 4














































































Fortier, Thomas & Eleanor
Fuller/ Enoch Jr & Mary Lou
Fuller, Enoch Jr & Mary Lou
Gartney, Mary




Goodnow, Roger & Ethel
Goodwin, Russell
Gordon, Jasper
Grant, Edward & Dorothy
Green, Edward & Lois
l/B S/S Jeffrey Rd
L/B N/S Jeffrey Rd
Land S/S Jeffrey Rd
Coolidge-Hubbard Lots




L Across from Inn
L/B S/S Old
Richmond Road
L/B E/S Gap Mt Rd




L/B E/S Rt 12 -Murray
Homeplace
Vet's Exemption


















Green, Edward & Joseph Tardiff L/B off Holman heirs
Land S/S Rt 1 1 9
Greenough, Robert & Gloria
Greenough, Theo. & Jessie
Greer, William & Judith
Grier, John
Grier, Charles
Guidotti, Alfred & Virginia
Hoopala, Aili
Hagstrom, Carl J lll/kosemary

















L/B W/S Fullam Hill































































McCulla, Thomas & Beverly
Mc Question, Ida
Mackey, Walter & Ruth
Magnani, Rosa
Maki/ August & Mary
Maki, Sulo
Maisch, Otto & Allie
Martin / Levi & Gertrude
Mattson, Edwin & Shirley
Mattson, Osmo
May, Albert & Beatrice
May, Marion
May, Warren & Linda
Martin, Roger & Dorothy
Massin, Francis & Elizabeth
Mattson, John
Mead, Clara
Meatty, CI ifford, heirs
Meattey, Ernest Jr & Dianna
Meattey, Ernest Sr
Meatty Ernest Sr & Tyyne
Meattey, Tyyne
Menard, MItchel & Elsie
Homeplace
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Meserve, L Owen Jr & Sally
Meserve, Sally
Methe, Alberta
Methe, Edward & Alberta
Methe, Michael & Donna





Morin, Ludger & Ida
Morz, William & Beverly
Murray, Flora




Noel, Charles & Ruby
Norcross, Paul & Hulia
Norway, Edwin & Rita
Nye, Raymond Jr & Nancy
Olsen, Mary P
Oman, Ralph & Noreine
Otto, Luther III & Priscilla
Parker, Francis




Patch, Richard & Nancy




Smith lot of Tommila
Hannon lot






L H Rockwood PI
Homeplace
Veteran's Exemption













L/B E/S Fullum Hill
L W/S Fullum Hill
Veteran's Exemption
l/B N/S Rt 119
L/B of Gnade
L/B ES Rt 119





Lot W Lake Rd
L/MH-B E/S W Lake
Homeplace
l/B E/S E Lake Rd
Mobilehome
D/B Flagg Road


















































































Patt-erson, Donald & Irene
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Raymond, Wilfred & Lena
ANNUAL REPORT 97
Seekins, Edwin & Martha






Singleton, Fred & Marion
Skarin, Wm & Vivian
Smith, Dr Carlton & Josephine
Smith, Chester & Emily
Smith, Allen Jr & Virginia
Smith, Glenn & Ramona
Smith, Henry
Smith, Karl Jr & Lorroin
Smith, Ralph & Shirley
Smith, Ralph & Marjorie
Snider, Geoffrey & Ruth
Sperry, Eunice
Spicer, David
Spicer, George & Fannie
Spicer, G . Warren
Steinka, Henry
Stone's Esso Service




Stone, Wdlter Sillmon P
Stone & Jessie Baldwin
Stowe, Sandra
Strobridge, Edward & Jane
Stuart, Henry & Ida
Sturtevant, Mabel
Sweeney, John & Opal
Swenor, Violet




l/B W/S Stone Rd
Mill Lot
Carroll & Collins Ld
Witherell Lot
Chase, Davis & Poole
Lots
Stone Lots




Dunton Lots ^\ & #2



















Tardiff , Joseph & Ruth
Taylor, Oliver







TOmmila, David & Joan
Tommila, Felix & Helmi
Tommila, Frank & Mary
Tommila, John & David
Thompson, John & Sylvia




Store BIdg (a Depot




L/B N/S Rt 1 1 9










Pasture Lot of Flagg
Wood lot of Flagg




Onthank L of Morrison
Loivunen Meadow











L S S Bowkerville
Veteran's Exemption















































































Addy, Phillip & Carolyn
Crescent Street
Stowe, Mass.
Aldrich, Edward, heirs c/o















1 1 Myrtle Avenue
Fitchburg, Mass.
Angier, Rupert & Elizabeth
1 5 Dresser St
Newport, R,
Trailer on White Est 5 00
Lot #17 Scott Pond 1 ,8 5
L/Bat Lake 2 3,75
Trailer-Laurel Lake 300
1/2 Int l/b Bowkerville
Road 550
L/B W/S E Lake Rd 2 5,4 5
1/2 Int L/B W/S
Bowkerville Rd 550
L/B W/S Rt 12 24,450
at Sip Pond
Cottage at Lake 5 ,900
Cottage/Land 1 ,1 00
Lot W of RR 350
Austi ka I nis , Anthony/Mi I dred





Bailey, James & Robert
1 2 Federal Street
Salem, Mass.
Boldwin, Francis
1 40 Beacon Street
Boston, Mass.
Barrett, John & Marie






Cottage/Land (S Lake 7,850
L off E Royalston Rd 5
l/Frontage Laurel L 10,600

















Borrmann, Fred H & Fred C
Box 42 3
Eastham, Mass.
Boston & Maine RR
Real Estate DIv





SS & A Stone Lot
5,800
250
Homeplace E/S Fullah 16,0 00
LW/S Fullam Hill 1,150




Campbell, W J & Lillian
27 N Pleasant St
Amherst, Mass.
Carlson, Louis & Miriam









S. Hadley Falls, Mass.




2 1 Francis Street
E Hartford, Conn.
Drolshagen, Roger & Claire
2 5 Briand St.
Nashua, N.H.
Dunham, Stanley Mrs.
1 41 Pinedale Road
Athol, Mass.




Duplease, Robert & Annette
34 3 Medford Street
Maiden, Mass
.
Eerie, Rev Austin & Eunice
5 Boland Road
Wilmington, Mass.
Empire Finance Corp of NH
1451 Broadway
New York, N.Y.




1 67 Chestnut Street
Gardner, Mass.











1 8 Elberta Drive
E Northport, N.Y.
Fedor, Richard & Florence
5 1 Standish St
Weymouth, Mass.
Newton Cottage






Ferguson, Andrea & Eleanor













1 35 6 Main Street
Athol, Mass.




30 3 Chase Street
Clinton, Mass.
Flechner, Emil
Box 5 7 9
New Britain, Conn
Fleet, Norman, Ross, Florence
4 30 Central St
W Acton, Mass.
Fletcher, Louis
1 4 1 Marked Tree Road
Needham, Mass.
Fleur de Lis Camp c/o Mrs
Frances Beede
4 3 Main Street
Saugus, Mass.
Fleur de Lis Camp c/o Mrs
Frances Beede




APO S. Fran, Co!
Follansbee, Harper & Patience
Hidden Field
Andover, Mass.
Foster, Joseph & Gladys
2 3 Spring Street
Poscoag, R.I .
L West of Lake
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Fredette, Leon & Victoria
ANNUAL REPORT 1 1
Gorringe, William & Marion
2 9 Lyman Street
Westborough, Mass.
Graf, George Jr & Lilly
2 64 2 Longwood Drive
Wilmington, Del .
Greeley, Dana & Deborah
3 3 Brimmer Street
Boston, Mass.
Green, Russell & Mary




163-27 1 30th Ave
Jamaica, L.I . ,N .Y.
Griffin, Leonard & Ivy
303 High St-Box 265
Clinton, Mass.
Guerrette, Lavt/rence & Helen
1 4 Trudy Terrace
Canton, Mass.
Guild, Warren








Gustafson, Abn & Judith
7 Marconi Rood
Worcester, Moss







1 27 9 Main Street








Tempi eton Road 800
Cottage & Lake Front
Holmes Land 1 1 ,2 5
Land S/S Sandy Hollow 450
Land N/S " " 300
12,000
Land & BIdg-Lake 31 ,95
Pt Green Farm 400
L/T roller E Lake Rd 3,4 00




Camp on White Est 1 ,8 00
L/B Harmonee Lane 1,15
Camp on White Est 1 ,0 00
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Haskell, Howard & Lois
15 Allen Court
Keene, N.H.
Hayden, Elwyn & Anne
5 8 Logan Street
Orange, Mass.






Hickey, Gradon & Elaine
8 Boardman St
Westborough, Mass.
Hil I , Charles






1 8 Osgood Street
Gardner, Mass.
Hodgins, Glenroy & Evelyn
8 Greenwood Street
Keene, N.H.
Hoi brook Trust fund




L/B Lake 21,4 00
L/B Heywood at Lake 1 6,850
38,250
1 1 ,350Cottage & Lane
lyE/S full urn Hill 900
Campon White Est 1 ,9 00
Cottage & Land of
Wilson -Scott Pond 6,0 00
Homeplace 59,050
Land of Hongisto 35
Land PastureAoTifTiila 200
Land of Carlson 8,2 5
Land of Bonnett 2,8 5
Holmes, Walter







1 7 3 Pineda I e Road
Athol, Mass.
Howard, George & Susan
31 2 Highland Road
Lakeville, Mass.
Pt S Homes Place
16,850
750
Cottage & Shore lot 7,85
TrailerAVhite est 2,150





L W/S Old Temleton
Road
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Howarth, Florence c/o
1 14 ANNUAL REPORT
Kendall, Frank & others






6 Old Orchard Road
Westport, Conn
Kimball, Marion, heirs of
c/o Roland Greeley
1 35 9 Mass. Ave
Lexington, Mass.
Klemberer, Dr. Hans
2 5 Ross Road
Belmont, Mass.
Knopp, Albert & Vern
1 70 S Main Street
Newton, Conn
Kopchen, Mary
2 66 Cooke Street
Plainville, Conn.




Box 2 , Centra I Aguirre
Puerto Rico










1 7 Piper Road
E Longmeadow, Mass.
Lane, George & Kathleen
Ashburnham Hill Road
Fitchburg, Mass.
Langille, Waldo & Eva
RD'S'l 37 HosmerSt
Acton, Mass.
Pt Kendall Place 1 ,050
Kempbrook Place 200













Lavigne, Richard & Shirley
Winchendon, Mass.
Lawrence, Frank & Hazel
2 5 Old Saugatick Rd
E Norwalk, Conn
Lawrence, Sumner & Carolina
4 8 North Street
Lexington, Mass.
Leville, Roland & Beatrice




Lemay, Joseph & Til lie
1 1 Hillside St
Meriden, Conn.
Lewis, Benjamin
1 00 Winthrop Road
Brookline, Mass.
Litchfield, Wisner
1 9 Mechanic Street
Farmingto/i, N.H.




61 Jane St-Apt 1 5 E









Rindge - Box 15 5
N.H.
Lowe, Russell Jr
2 45 Kenyon Street
Hartford, Conn
Land Sandy Hollow 1
L/B White Estate 1,15
Lots #1,2,3
Sportsman Pond 2,9 00
Cottage at Lake 6,100
Cottage Sip Pond 4,8 00
Lot #12 Cottage 9,5 5
Lot #1 3 of Flaggon 1 ,400
Lots K.L.M of Flaggon 1 ,400
12,350
Cottage at Lake 9,5 00
Cottage & lot 7 7,95
L/B Scott Pond 5,2 00
L E/S Royal ston Rd 5 00
Lovering lot
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Luopa, Toivo
ANNUAL REPORT 1 17
Merrifield, Evelyn & Frigon
Athol, Mass.
Methe, Napoleon






4 6 Wickham Drive
Gardner, Mass.
Michelson, Frank








Millett, Charles & Mary




1 1 Temi Road
Hudson, Mass.
Moore, John
2 57 Merrian St
Leominster, Mass.





4 38 South Street
Foxboro, Mass.
Morey, D.Jas & Helen
2 1 8 Conway Sfreet
Greenfield, Mass.
Morey, Kenneth
48 Little Farms Road
Saxonville, Mass.
Morin, Lydia
1 04 K K Road
Jaffrey, N.H.
Morlock, William H
3 831 Monica Prkway
Sarasota, Florida
Mormino, Robert, Paul and
Barbara
9 5 Stanford Road
Westwood, Mass.
Crittsinger
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Morrelli, Anthony
ANNUAL REPORT 1 19
Murphy, John heirs c/o
Oscar & Helen Pellegrin
7 5 Burbank Street
Boston, Moss.
Murphy, Robert E. estate
3 76 Central Street
Winchendon, Mass.













Nurse, Robert & John
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Perry, Edythe & Calvin and
Julia Price





5 3 Vickory Drive
New Haven, Conn.
Phillip, Frederick C
305 W. 90th Street
New York, N.Y.
Pierce, Hathaway & Doris
61 Wilder Street
Keene, N.H.
















6 North Russell St
Milton, Mass.
Quick, Dr. Harry





Rantiila, Armas & Grace
6 1 Upton Street
Waltham, Mass.
Rantiila, Thelma
1 80 West End Ave
New York, N.Y.
House & Garage 3 3,0 00
Land East of Rd 5,750
Shore Front, Swim Club 700
Lot E/S E Lake Rd
L/B W/S E Lake Rd
L E/S E Lake Rd














































Ray, Donald & Lois
31 Lovewell Street
Gardner, Mass.
Reid, Dr David H





Roy, Eugene & Mildred
Box 7 2
Westminster, Mass.
Russell, John & Olive
1 8 Arrowhead Way
Dorian, Conn.
Sandalls, William
3 7 Longview Drive
Simsbury, Conn
Sawyer, Francis




6 South Main Street
Winchester, Mass.
Schimke, Fred
4 3 Killmurray St
Clinton, Mass.
Schouler, Robert & Eleanore
Northfiel d,Mass.








1 36 Redwood Lane
State College, Penn
Silander, Herbert
1 4 Split Level Drive
Ridgefield, Conn
Siltberg, H Paul & Ingerborg





Slavic, Fred & Rosalind
6 9 Fifth Ave
New York, New York
Smith, Burgess





































1 36 Highland Ave
Athol , Mass.
Spoulding, Maurice & Evelyn
5 3 Beech Street
Winchendon, Mass.
Spencer, Ernest & Virginia
1 4 May Street
Oakdale, Mass.
St. Dennis, Robert & Cecile





State Line Development Corp
Hetherman, John & Belair Clin
150 30 Harper Avenue
Detroit, Michigan
Stearns, Kenneth
4 8-25 Glenwood St
Little Neck,L.I.,N.Y.
Steiner, Russell & Ailsa
1 4 Lincoln Street
Manchester, Mass.
Stevens, Donald & Anna
1 2 1 Brown Street
Waltham, Mass.
Stewart, Harold









Stoor, Leonard & Edward





Strong, William & others
Box 15 4
Windsor, Conn.




Tree Grower's Inc c/o
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Wemick, Samarius
1 2 Old Hickory Road
Orange, Conn
.
Wernick, Samarius & Anne
I 2 3 Canal Street
Shelton, Conn
West, Arthur
4 8 Spruce Street
W Acton, Mass.
West, Edith & Richard
40 West Elm St
Greenwich, Conn
Wetmore, Marjorie
4 9 Glen Street
Athol, Mass.
W.F.P. Inc
4 3 St James St
Keene, N.H.




Whitcomb, Marshal I , heirs
c/o Mrs Elizabeth Rice











Whitelaw, Michael & Diana









42 Winding River Road
Needham, Moss.
Brewer Lot/Chaplin 10,650
Hodge Lot/Stone 1 ,5 5







Land Brigham Hill 4,000
Byam Lot-Old Rindge 1 00
725Land N/S Rt 119
House & Pt Putney
Land off W Lake Rd
lyB Frontage La. Lake
L/B Laurel Lake
Sandy Beach Front.
L/B *3 Laurel Lakeq
L/B #3 3
Sandy Beach Front,
L E/S O Royalston
Camp, South Grove 1,100
of S E White Est














Wolf, Thomas & Ellen
2 5 Memorial Drive
Newton, Mass.
Wood, Jesse & Ethel
Surrey, N.H.













Zajack, Robert & Kathleen
80 Mile Road
Middletown, Conn
Lot & Trailer 3,150
1/2 Int Kimball Lot 2,5 00
Pt Fletcher Place 150
Lnd & BIdgs Boy's Camp
42,500
Boot lot of Damon 25
42,750
BIdg/on White 1,9 00
Lot of Blake 1 00
L//BofBoyce 9,400
Land S/S Old Troy 3 00
Zerinsky, Robert


